Fractional dynamics in liquid manipulation
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Abstract. This paper presents a fractional calculus perspective in the study of signals captured during the movement of a mechanical manipulator carrying a liquid container. In order to study the signals an experimental setup is implemented. The system acquires data from the sensors, in real time, and, in a second phase, processes them through an analysis package. The analysis package runs off-line and handles the recorded data. The results show that the Fourier spectrum of several signals presents a fractional behavior. The experimental study provides useful information that can assist in the design of a control system and the trajectory planning to be used in reducing or eliminating the effect of vibrations.
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1. Introduction

In practice the robotic manipulators present some degree of unwanted vibrations. In fact, the advent of lightweight arm manipulators, mainly in the aerospace industry, where weight is an important issue, leads to the problem of intense vibrations. On the other hand, robots interacting with the environment often generate impacts that propagate through the mechanical structure and produce also vibrations.

Motivated by the problem of vibrations, this paper studies the robotic signals captured during the motion of a spherical container attached to the manipulator. The container carries a liquid and its acceleration induces motion of the content causing consequently a liquid vibration. The study is done in a fractional calculus (FC) perspective. In order to analyze the phenomena involved an acquisition system was developed. The manipulator motion produces vibrations, either from the structural modes or from the liquid vibration. The instrumentation system acquires signals from multiple sensors that capture the axis positions, mass accelerations, forces and motions.

The modal response, (iv) control driving, actively, energy out of the vibration modes, (vi) use a micromanipulator at the endpoint of the larger manipulator and (vii) adjustment of the micromanipulator command inputs so that vibrations are reduced or eliminated.

In recent years the study of micro/macro robotic manipulators has been receiving considerable attention. This approach was employed in manipulators that have been proposed for space applications and nuclear waste cleanup. Several authors have studied this technique [2], namely [3] and [4] that adopted the command filtering approach in order to position the micromanipulator. Also, [4] and [5] used inertial damping techniques taking advantage of a micro manipulator located at the end of a flexible link. In this perspective, to control the macro/micro system, in order to eliminate or reduce the effect of the vibration, is fundamental to study the involved variables.

One of the applications where the vibration occurs is in the manipulation of liquids. Several authors addressed the dynamics problem due to liquid slosh loads. There are several mathematical tools to describe the fluids. For example, Navier-Stokes equations [6, 7] can be used to model the liquid dynamics. Concerning the problem of control the liquid vibration, it was first encountered in control of guided missiles in the aerospace industry. In this application it was found that sloshing in the fuel tanks could result in instabilities. Lately, movement of open containers containing fluid, e.g. molten metal and various beverages, has been investigated. The main goal is then to move the container as fast as possible without too much slosh [7, 8].

Bearing these ideas in mind, this article studies the robotic signals, in a FC perspective. In fact, the study of fractional order systems has been receiving considerable attention [9, 10]
due to the facts that many physical systems are well characterized by fractional models [11]. With the success in the synthesis of real noninteger differentiators, the emergence of new electrical elements [12, 13], and the design of controllers [14], fractional algorithms have been applied in a variety of dynamical processes [15]. Therefore, the study presented here can assist in the design of the control system to be used.

3. Experimental platform

The developed experimental platform has two main parts: the hardware and the software components [16, 17]. The hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 1 and it is made up of a robot manipulator, a Personal Computer and an interface electronic system.

![Fig. 1. Block diagram of hardware architecture](image)

The interface box is inserted between the robot arm and the robot controller, not only to acquire the internal robot signals; but also to capture external signals, such as those arising from accelerometers and force/torque sensors. The modules are made up of electronic cards specifically designed for this work. The function of the modules is to adapt the signals and to isolate galvanically the robot’s electronic equipment from the rest of the hardware required by the experiments. The software package runs in a Pentium 4, 3.0 GHz PC and consists of two applications: the acquisition application and the analysis package.

The acquisition application is a real time program for acquiring and recording the robot signals.

After the real time acquisition, the analysis package processes the data off-line in two phases, namely, preprocessing and processing. The preprocessing phase consists on the signal selection in time, and their synchronization and truncation. The processing stage implements several algorithms for signal processing such as the auto and cross correlation, Fourier transform (FT), and window Fourier transform.

4. Experimental results

In the experiment a spherical container is adopted. Its physical properties are shown in Table 1. To test the behavior of the variables in different situations, the container can remain empty or its content can be a liquid or a solid. Figure 2 depicts the robot with the container. The robot motion is programmed in a way that the container moves from an initial to a final position following a linear trajectory. The distance between the points is 0.6 m.

![Fig. 2. Spherical container with liquid](image)

<p>| Table 1 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Spherical container</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass (empty) [kg]</td>
<td>$215 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter [m]</td>
<td>$203 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the motion of the manipulator the container is moved by the robot and several signals are recorded with a sampling frequency of $f_s = 500$ Hz. The signals come from different sensors, such as accelerometers, force and torque sensor, position encoders and current sensors. The signals are captured for three different situations: (i) empty container, (ii) container with a solid, and (iii) container with a liquid. The container with the solid or the liquid have an identical mass, namely of 1 kg. In the experiment the used liquid is water. The acceleration of the container induces motion of the liquid. This is referred to as slosh or liquid vibration. The amount of slosh depends on how the container is accelerated, the geometry of the container and the properties of the fluid.

**Time domain.** The time evolution of some variables is shown in the Figs. 3–6 corresponding to the cases: (i) empty container, (ii) container with a solid, and (iii) container with a liquid.

To analyze the vibration effect of the liquid, caused by the container acceleration, the signals are captured during 20 s, although the motion of the container is executed in approximately 5 s.
In order to test different acceleration shapes two types of trajectory velocity are used: the trapezoidal and the parabolic profiles. The trapezoidal profile causes the motors to accelerate and decelerate quickly at the start and end of movement, with a constant speed along the path. The parabolic profile causes the motors to accelerate slowly until maximum speed is reached, then decelerate at the same rate.

Figure 3 represents the electrical current of the motors for the trapezoidal trajectory velocity profile. As consequence the robot joints rotate which causes the container motion. Figures 4 shows the moments caused by the container motion. The effect of the liquid vibration can be observed in the $M_y$ moment component.

Fig. 3. Electrical currents of robot axis motors for the trapezoidal profile

Fig. 4. Moments at the gripper sensor for the trapezoidal profile

Figures 5–6 show the time evolution of the variables for the parabolic trajectory velocity profile. The dynamics of the signal positions at the start and end of movement are smoother for the parabolic case. This fact is reflected in the electrical currents of the robot axis motors (Figs. 3 and 5).

Fig. 5. Electrical currents of robot axis motors for the parabolic profile

Fig. 6. Moments at the gripper sensor for the parabolic profile

The smoother dynamics of the parabolic profile has a consequence of lower forces induced in the container. Therefore, the amplitude of the liquid vibration, caused by the movement of the container, is lower than the acceleration occurring in the trapezoidal case. This fact is reflected in the moments measured at the gripper sensor (see the zoom in Figs. 4 and 6).

**Frequency domain.** In order to examine the behavior of the signal FT a trendline is superimposed within the spectrum over, at least, one decade. The trendline is based on a power law approximation [18]:

$$|F\{f(t)\}| \approx c\omega^m$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
where $F$ is the Fourier operator, $c \in \mathbb{R}$ is a constant that depends on the amplitude, $\omega$ is the frequency and $m \in \mathbb{R}$ is the slope.

All the signals of the trajectories captured by the acquisition system were studied but, only the most relevant are depicted.

Figure 7 shows the amplitude of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the axis 1 position signal (case i). A trendline with slope $m = -0.99$ was calculated revealing, clearly, the integer order behavior. The position signals present identical characteristics, in terms of its spectrum, for the others cases (ii) container with a solid and (iii) container with a liquid. In fact the position signals maintain the same shape for the three cases [19].

Figure 8 shows the amplitude of the FFT of the axis 3 position signal (case i and case iii). The spectrum amplitude is also approximated by trendlines in a frequency range larger than one decade. The trendlines present slopes that vary slightly (slope $m = -2.54$ for case i and slope $m = -2.50$ for case iii). The study of the case ii) presents a trendline with a slope of $m = -2.62$. Therefore, the lines reveal, clearly, fractional order behavior in all cases.

The others position signals (axis 2 and 4) were studied, revealing also a well defined spectrum. Their trendlines present middle slope values that are difficult to classify in terms of its behavior as fractional or integer order. In what concerns to the axis 5 signal position signal, as it maintains the same value during all time acquisition, it consists only in a direct current (DC) component.

Figure 9 shows, as an example, the FFT amplitude of the electrical current for the motor axis 3, that occurs in the case of the trapezoidal profile with container carrying a liquid (case iii). A trendline with slope $m = -1.19$ is calculated in a frequency range larger than one decade and superimposed over the spectrum. The others currents were studied, revealing also an identical behavior in terms of its spectrum spread, for the tested conditions (cases i, ii and iii).
100 Hz) and multiple harmonics in all spectra of motor currents (Fig. 9).

Figure 10 shows the FFT amplitude of the $F_x$ force (case i) for the trapezoidal profile. A trendline is calculated in a frequency range larger than one decade yielding the slope $m = -2.52$.

Figure 11 shows the FFT amplitude of the $F_y$ force (cases i and iii) for the trapezoidal profile. The corresponding trendlines (calculated in a frequency range larger than one decade) lead to slopes $m = -2.49$ and $m = -2.53$, for the cases i) and iii), respectively. The slope values of the force components presented (Figs. 10 and 11) show clearly a fractional order behavior. In general, the forces for the other cases not depict have a spectrum that can be approximated by a trendline in a frequency range greater then one decade. Their trendlines present middle slope values that are difficult to classify in terms of its behavior as fractional or integer order.

Figure 12 shows the FFT amplitude of the $M_z$ moment (case ii) for the trapezoidal profile. This spectrum is not so well defined in a large frequency range. Moreover, all moments spectra present identical behavior.

Finally, Fig. 13 depicts the spectrum of the signal captured from the accelerometer 1 located at the container. Like
the spectrum from the other accelerometer, this spectrum is spread and complicated.

The spectra of the moment and the acceleration signals (Figs. 12–13) are difficult to approximate by trendlines. Therefore is complicated to define accurately the behavior of signals in terms of integer or fractional dynamics.

The spectra of the captured signals for the trapezoidal profile were studied in terms of their integer versus fractional behavior. The spectra signals for the parabolic profile were also analyzed, but due to space limitations are not presented here. Although the signals in time domain for the parabolic profile present a smoother dynamics, comparing with those of the trapezoidal profile, both spectra reveals identical behavior in terms of integer versus fractional characteristics.

5. Conclusions

In this paper an experimental study was conducted to investigate several robot signals during the motion of a liquid container. The amount of slosh depends, among other aspects, on how the container is accelerated. In order to test different acceleration shapes two types of trajectory velocity were used: the trapezoidal and the parabolic profiles. Although the signals in time domain present different dynamics for the two profiles, their spectra reveals identical behavior in terms of integer fractional characteristics. The study was conducted in a FC perspective and provides useful information that can assist in the design of a control system to be used in reducing or eliminating the effect of vibrations.

In future work, we plan to pursue several research directions to help us further understand the behavior of the signals. These include the use of a multindow algorithm, in order to obtain smoother curves from the scattered spectra.
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